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INTRODUCTION

On April 19, 2013, Ralph Taylor applied to the Washington State Office of Minority and Women’s Business Enterprises (OMWBE) seeking to have his insurance business certified as a minority business entity.1 To the public, Mr. Taylor looks like a Caucasian man,2 so he is not the demographic the OMWBE typically aims to assist.3 However, on his application, Mr. Taylor marked both “White” and “Black” to identify his race despite “acknowledg[ing] that he grew up thinking of himself as Caucasian.”4

It was not until he was in his late forties that Mr. Taylor discovered he had Black ancestry and began to “[embrace] his Black culture.”5 How is it that Mr. Taylor, after over four decades


5. Id.
of life, learned of his Black ancestry? He did not learn of this ancestry by speaking with family members, nor through extensive genealogy tracing. Mr. Taylor learned about his Black ancestry from the results of a genetic test, but not one that showed a direct relationship to any particular individual; the results were from a Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) genetic ancestry test.\(^6\) The results of this test linked him to entire populations of people.\(^7\)

As reported in his results, Mr. Taylor has a genetic makeup estimated at “90% European, 6% Indigenous American, and 4% Sub-Saharan African.”\(^8\) Accordingly, Mr. Taylor concluded that these results entitled him to apply for minority business enterprise certification, even if he did not look like those whom the agency frequently assisted.\(^9\) Because of these results, Mr. Taylor asserted that he fell within the definition of a “Black minority” in the controlling regulation.\(^10\)

After initially denying his application, the OWMBE voluntarily granted Mr. Taylor the minority business enterprise designation when he appealed the decision.\(^11\) To the State of Washington, Ralph Taylor is a Black business owner.

This result raises intriguing questions about how race is and should be handled by federal and state governments, universities, and employers in this post-genomic era. Specifically, can a DTC genetic ancestry test objectively determine a person’s race, or is race a bricolage of biology and lived experiences, meaning that one’s genetic makeup cannot be dispositive? What weight, if any, should the government give these tests in determining minority status, given that these tests are administered by private companies with proprietary databases and algorithms to

---

6. Id.


8. Id.

9. Id.

10. WASH. ADMIN. CODE § 326-02-030 (2018) (defining a Black minority as a person who has their “origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.”).

determine ancestry? Furthermore, does allowing a person to qualify as a minority with only the tiniest percentage of genomic ancestry reinvigorate and reinforce an old racist ideology that anti-discrimination laws aimed to dissolve?

Part I of this Note examines programs that benefit minorities through affirmative action. Part II provides background about DTC genetic ancestry testing, its scientific underpinnings, and its criticisms. Part III explores whether genetic ancestry testing should be accepted as proof of minority status for affirmative action programs by looking at the legislative intent behind these programs and how genetic ancestry tests fit within notions of race in the United States. Lastly, part IV formulates recommendations for regulatory guidelines to address the problem. While genetic ancestry testing is grounded in the legitimate science of population genetics, each company generating results uses different algorithms and weights factors differently, making it as much an art as it is a science. Accordingly, this Note argues that genetic ancestry testing results should be excluded for purposes of proving minority status for affirmative action programs.

I. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

Racism and discrimination did not end with the close of the Civil War and ratification of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth

12. See Ancestry Composition Guide, 23ANDME, https://www.23andme.com/ancestry-composition-guide/ (last visited Dec. 18, 2018) ("Our reference datasets include genotypes from 11,091 people who were carefully chosen to reflect populations that existed before transcontinental travel and migration were common (at least 500 years ago."); Evaluating the AncestryDNA Reference Panel, ANCESTRYDNA, https://www.ancestry.com/cs/dna-help/ethnicity/reference-panel (including 16,638 individuals in the reference panel, aggregated from public and private data).

13. F. JAMES DAVIS, WHO IS BLACK? ONE NATION’S DEFINITION 5 (1991). ("The nation’s answer to the question ‘Who is black?’ has long been that a black is any person with any known African black ancestry . . . .In the South it became known as the ‘one-drop rule,’ meaning that a single drop of ‘black blood’ makes a person a black. It is also known as the ‘one black ancestor rule,’ some courts have called it the ‘traceable amount rule,’ and anthropologists call it the ‘hypo-descent rule,’ meaning that racially mixed persons are assigned the status of the subordinate group.").
Amendments. Indeed, shortly after the war, the Supreme Court held in the “Civil Rights Cases”¹⁴ that the federal government could not protect newly freed slaves or any other person from discrimination by private individuals under the Fourteenth Amendment.¹⁵ It was not until 100 years after the Civil War that Congress passed The Civil Rights Act of 1964 and finally extended such protections.¹⁶ The holding in the early Civil Rights Cases combined with other factors stemming from generations of slavery caused profoundly negative impacts in educational attainment, employment, housing, and wealth still felt today.¹⁷

In its more recent history, the Supreme Court has repeatedly held that laws which discriminate based on race, even if facially


15. United States v. Stanley, 109 U.S. 3, 11 (1883) (“It is State action of a particular character that is prohibited. Individual invasion of individual rights is not the subject-matter of the amendment . . . .It does not authorize Congress to create a code of municipal law for the regulation of private rights.”).


neutral, are unconstitutional. However, laws that take race into account, not for discriminatory purposes, but to advantage a racial minority, are not per se unconstitutional. In Fullilove v. Klutznick, the Court stated, “[w]e reject the contention that in the remedial context the Congress must act in a wholly ‘color-blind’ fashion.” These laws must pass strict scrutiny to be considered constitutional; that is, the law must be strictly tailored to cure past discrimination, and there must be no other method the State can employ to achieve that purpose. The federal government first instituted affirmative action programs for the remedial purpose of addressing race and sex discrimination in 1965. Remedial affirmative action programs are especially popular in the area of government contracting.


21. Adarand, 115 S.Ct. at 2098 (“such classifications are constitutional only if they are narrowly tailored measures that further compelling governmental interests.”). The discrimination must be “identified discrimination.” Id. While the States and their subdivisions may take remedial action when they possess evidence of past or present discrimination, “they must identify that discrimination, public or private, with some specificity before they may use race-conscious relief.” Id. A generalized assertion of past discrimination in a particular industry or region is not adequate because it “provides no guidance for a legislative body to determine the precise scope of the injury it seeks to remedy.” Shaw, 517 U.S. at 909.


A. Remediation of Past Discrimination

One way federal and state governments have sought to help remedy the historical and systemic injustices of slavery and discrimination is by making it easier for minorities to win government contracts and subcontracts. Two such programs that make racial distinctions for remediation are the 8(a) program of the Small Business Act\(^\text{24}\) and the Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program under the Department of Transportation.\(^\text{25}\)

1. Small Business Administration Section 8(a) Program

The first real steps toward affirmative action began during World War II when President Franklin Roosevelt created the Fair Employment Practice Committee, in response to a call by African American leaders to help abolish discrimination in defense contracting.\(^\text{26}\) This first attempt at affirmative action was mostly unsuccessful, and inequality remained prevalent in the United States, ultimately culminating in the unrest and race riots of the 1960s.\(^\text{27}\)

In reaction to the unrest, President Johnson commissioned the Kerner reports,\(^\text{28}\) and Congress subsequently commissioned studies to examine impediments to the success of minority


\(^{26}\) Exec. Order No. 8,802, 6 Fed. Reg. 3,109 (June 25, 1941).


\(^{28}\) NAT’L ADVISORY COMM’N ON CIV. DISORDERS, REP. OF THE NAT’L ADVISORY COMM’N ON CIV. DISORDERS: SUMMARY OF REP. The basic conclusion of the commission was that, “Our Nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white-separate and unequal” and recommended steps be taken to increase level of minority business ownership. Id.
Congressional studies found that while minorities made up approximately seventeen percent of the population, they owned slightly more than four percent of small businesses, and their share of government contracts was vanishingly small. In fact, minority-owned businesses only received seven-tenths of one percent of the contracting dollars at the state and local level. This disparity led Congress, in 1978, to legislatively restrict the 8(a) program (which was initially drafted to aid all small business) to benefit only the socially disadvantaged businesses of minority business owners. Under the 8(a) program, the Small Business Administration (SBA) enters into procurement contracts with the United States Government and its agencies. The SBA then subcontracts these procurement contracts to socially and economically disadvantaged business owners.

It is not hard to imagine why an individual would want to qualify for the 8(a) program. In fiscal year 2014, the SBA awarded $17 billion in 8(a) contracts. After a business is 8(a) certified, it “can take advantage of specialized business training, counseling, marketing assistance and high-level executive development provided by the SBA and [its] resource partners. [It] may also be


32. Before this the 8(a) program focused on all small business, not just those that were socially disadvantaged. Small Business Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-507, §636 92 Stat. 1757 (1978).


35. Id.

eligible for assistance in obtaining access to surplus government property and supplies, SBA-guaranteed loans, and bonding assistance. Additionally, certification allows a business to receive up to $6.5 million in sole-source manufacturing contracts and $4 million in goods and services sole-source contracts. Typically, small businesses submit competitive bids to the government and often the business that submits the lowest bid wins the contract. These sole-source contracts are contracts that are awarded without the normal competitive bidding process so the business does not need to be the lowest bidder.

2. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program

The United States Congress first passed the DBE program in the early 1980s as part of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act and has continually reauthorized the program through the present time. This program “sets a goal of not less than ten percent of federal funds authorized to be spent on highway and transit programs be expended through small business concerns that are owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.”

37. Businesses participating in the 8(a) program are able to obtain federal government surplus property and only need to pay “direct costs of locating, inspecting, and transporting the surplus property.” 13 C.F.R. § 124.405(e) (2018).


39. Id.


disadvantaged individuals.” The program requires individual states to establish a DBE program appropriate to the area in order to receive federally subsidized funds. Any business owner may demonstrate that they are socially and economically disadvantaged, even if they are not a minority. Businesses owned by white males have qualified for DBE status but do not receive the benefit of a presumption of social and economic disadvantage and must be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.

Attaining certification as a DBE allows a company to more easily win lucrative transportation contracts because, like the 8(a) program, these companies are only competing against other DBEs rather than all contractors. Additionally, prime contractors are more likely to give sub-contracts to businesses with the DBE designation because doing so allows the prime contractor to more efficiently meet the stated Congressional goals of the DBE.


44. See 49 C.F.R. § 23 (2018); “(a) If you are in one of these categories and let DOT-assisted contracts, you must have a DBE program meeting the requirements of this part:

(1) All FHWA primary recipients receiving funds authorized by a statute to which this part applies;

(2) FTA recipients receiving planning, capital and/or operating assistance who will award prime contracts (excluding transit vehicle purchases) the cumulative total value of which exceeds $250,000 in FTA funds in a Federal fiscal year;

(3) FAA recipients receiving grants for airport planning or development who will award prime contracts the cumulative total value of which exceeds $250,000 in FAA funds in a Federal fiscal year.” 49 C.F.R. § 26.21 (2018).


46. Id.; “(d) Individual determinations of social and economic disadvantage. Firms owned and controlled by individuals who are not presumed to be socially and economically disadvantaged (including individuals whose presumed disadvantage has been rebutted) may apply for DBE certification. You must make a case-by-case determination of whether each individual whose ownership and control are relied upon for DBE certification is socially and economically disadvantaged.” 49 C.F.R § 26.67 (2018).

program.\textsuperscript{48} Because of this, the programs have been repeatedly attacked in the courts as unconstitutional, but have withstood scrutiny when the DBE program is administered correctly by a state.\textsuperscript{49}

\section*{B. Viewpoint Diversity}

While earlier affirmative action policies were based on remediation of past wrongs and identified discrimination, later programs focused on diversity of viewpoint.

The first context in which the Supreme Court has upheld the use of race in fostering viewpoint diversity is higher education.\textsuperscript{50} In \textit{Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke}, Justice Powell stated that while universities could not make admissions decisions based solely on race, using race as a \textit{factor} in selecting students for admission was permissible.\textsuperscript{51} Since this first case, the Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld as constitutional affirmative action programs in university admissions that use race as a factor.\textsuperscript{52} The purpose of these programs is to achieve a “critical mass” of minority students.\textsuperscript{53}

Discrimination in private employment is prohibited under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, which disallows using race to discriminate in hiring for private employers.\textsuperscript{54} Private companies have, however, used race to voluntarily institute affirmative

\textsuperscript{48} Id.

\textsuperscript{49} See \textit{e.g.} Midwest Fence Corp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 840 F.3d 932 (7th Cir. 2016); Associated Gen. Contractors of Am., San Diego Chapter, Inc. v. Cal. Dep’t. of Transp., 713 F.3d 1187, 1200 (9th Cir. 2013); Milwaukee Cty. Pavers Assn. v. Fielder, 710 F. Supp. 1532 (W.D. Wis. 1989).

\textsuperscript{50} See \textit{Regents of the Univ. of California v. Bakke}, 438 U.S. 265, 267 (1978) (plurality opinion).

\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 314–15.


\textsuperscript{53} See, Grutter, 539 U.S. at 306.

action programs. While Title VII prohibits discrimination in hiring based on race, the Supreme Court has allowed an exception where race is a factor in designing an affirmative action plan. The purpose of these plans is to encourage the hiring of minorities to remedy past and continuing discrimination.

C. Qualifying as a Minority

To participate in the 8(a) and DBE programs, a business must be, in part, “at least 51 percent owned [as well as managed and controlled] by one or more individuals who are both socially and economically disadvantaged.” Currently, regulations define socially disadvantaged individuals as “those who have been subjected to racial or ethnic prejudice or cultural bias within American society because of their identities as members of groups and without regard to their individual qualities.” For purposes of administering the 8(a) and DBE programs, individuals self-identify their race when applying for certification, and those who identify among the classes of people listed receive a rebuttable presumption of being socially disadvantaged. If the state agency administering the federal DBE program or the SBA has a well-founded reason to doubt a person’s group membership, it can request more evidence as proof. Some state statutes proscribing similar programs, like Washington’s Minority Business Enterprise program, lack a rebuttable presumption, that can lead to persons who do not outwardly appear to be actual minorities, like

56. Johnson, 480 U.S. at 629.
57. Id.
61. “You must rebuttably presume that members of the designated groups identified in §26.67(a) are socially and economically disadvantaged.” 49 C.F.R. § 26.61 (2018).
Mr. Taylor, claiming membership in a minority group to take advantage of the programs.  

The groups explicitly enumerated as being socially disadvantaged are Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian-Pacific Americans, Subcontinent Asian Americans, and women. Among these groups, there are three ways that the government qualifies minority status. Qualifying as a Native American is strict and is dependent on attaining tribal membership; it is outside the control or discretion of the federal government. Qualifying as Hispanic requires a person to have their culture or origin associated with certain listed countries, but does not depend solely on race. Finally, the remaining groups, excluding women, require a person to have their origins in the specific groups of people. Curiously, to qualify as a “Black American” for the DBE program, one simply needs to “[have] origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa.”

At first blush, it seems as though to qualify as a Black American, even minimal ancestry should suffice. The question then becomes, does an objective measure exist to determine whether one has ancestry in, for example, these Black racial groups? One method that may prove to be objective is the use of a genetic ancestry tests like those sold from the DTC genetic-testing companies 23&Me and Ancestry. With lucrative


65. “[Native Americans,’ which includes persons who are enrolled members of a federally or State recognized Indian tribe.” Id.

66. “[Hispanic Americans,’ which includes persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Dominican, Central or South American, or other Spanish or Portuguese culture or origin, regardless of race.” Id.

67. Id.

68. “[Black Americans,’ which includes persons having origins in any of the Black racial groups of Africa.” Id.

government contracts, employment opportunities, and access to elite institutions of higher education riding on one’s genetic makeup, people may increasingly try to use these ancestry tests to claim minority status.

II. DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER GENETIC TESTING

Since the completion of the sequencing of the first human genome and the improved techniques and technologies that it ushered in, costs for DNA sequencing have fallen dramatically. These improvements allowed private companies to bring a version of genetic testing directly to consumers at significantly reduced costs. Since their introduction, over 12 million consumers have taken DTC genetic tests. Research suggests that “around 1 in 25 American adults now have access to personal genetic data.”

Currently, there are over 200 companies that offer DTC genetic

70. The first sequenced human genome took approximately 13 years and $1 billion to complete, but by 2015 a similar human genome cost only $1,500 to produce. The Cost of Sequencing a Human Genome, NAT’L HUM. GENOME RES. INST. (Oct. 30, 2019), https://www.genome.gov/27565109/the-cost-of-sequencing-a-human-genome/ [https://perma.cc/3D4E-FKVU].


73. Id.

The variety of tests offered runs the gamut. Results can provide information of paramount importance, such as informing a person that they harbor a genetic mutation that predisposes them to develop cancer,\footnote{Sarah Zhang, \textit{23andMe Will Now Test for BRCA Breast-Cancer Genes}, \textsc{The Atlantic} (Mar. 6, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/03/23andme-brca-breast-cancer/554957 [https://perma.cc/NWS5-SW7A].} or helping police solve decades-old crimes using the databases created by the DTC genetic-testing companies.\footnote{Michael Balsamo, \textit{A Look at DNA Testing That ID’d a Suspected Serial Killer}, \textsc{Wash. Post} (Apr. 27, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/a-look-at-dna-testing-that-idd-a-suspected-serial-killer/2018/04/27/f661b42e-49e6-11e8-8082-105a446d19b8_story.html [https://perma.cc/QWL9-C3GS].} The results can also relay entertaining but trivial information, like whether the user has the “warrior” gene\footnote{Are You a Warrior?, \textsc{FamilyTreeDNA}, https://www.familytreedna.com/landing/warrior-gene.aspx, [https://perma.cc/NVK8-AP89] (last visited Nov 1, 2018).} or if they are likely to have an aversion to the taste of cilantro.\footnote{23andMe Adds Four New Trait Reports, \textsc{23andMe} (June 21, 2018), https://blog.23andme.com/health-traits/23andme-adds-four-new-trait-reports/ [https://perma.cc/F6EQ-AN5E].}

There are three main types of tests offered by DTC testing companies: disease and health risk, direct family relationships, and ancestry or genealogy.\footnote{What Kinds of Direct-to-Consumer Genetic Tests are Available?, U.S. Nat’l Library of Med. (Sept. 10, 2019), https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/dtcgenetictesting/dtctesttypes [https://perma.cc/4A9W-B4WE].} Disease and health risk results inform the user if they have any variation in their DNA that is linked to
a disease or an increased risk of developing a disease.\textsuperscript{80} Testing for direct family relationships can tell a user if someone is a close relative like a parent, sibling, or cousin and these results are typically very accurate.\textsuperscript{81} The most popular type of test is ancestry or genealogy testing, and there are currently over 70 companies offering such tests.\textsuperscript{82} The two largest companies in this realm spent a combined total of $130 million on marketing in 2016.\textsuperscript{83} This advertising push is likely to lead to even more people discovering small amounts of minority ancestry and possibly seeking the assistance of affirmative action programs.

A. Genetic Inheritance

The human genome consists of approximately 20,000 genes coded into DNA by four nucleic acid base pairs.\textsuperscript{84} Humans have three billion base pairs condensed into twenty-three pairs of chromosomes, twenty-two autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes.\textsuperscript{85} Every cell in the human body, with few

---


82. Phillips, supra note 74, at 18.

83. Regalado, supra note 72.

84. The nucleic acids that make up DNA are adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine. Iakes Ezkurdia, et al., Multiple Evidence Strands Suggest that There May Be as Few as 19,000 Human Protein-coding Genes, 23 HUM. MOLECULAR GENETICS 5866, 5866 (2014).

85. Autosomal chromosomes are the same in both males and females, while females have two X chromosomes and males an X and a Y chromosome. How Many Chromosomes Do People Have?, U.S. NAT’L LIBRARY OF MED., https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/basics/howmanychromosomes [https://perma.cc/G9JG-SCTJ] (last visited Oct. 31, 2018); The Human Genome Project Completion: Frequently Asked Questions, NAT’L HUM. GENOME RES. INST.,
exceptions, has the same DNA arranged in these chromosomes.\textsuperscript{86} The two notable exceptions, sperm and eggs, have half the amount of chromosomes as a normal somatic cell.\textsuperscript{87} These are called gametes, and during sexual reproduction the sperm and egg come together to provide a full complement of chromosomes.\textsuperscript{88} So, each person inherits half their DNA from each parent, and this passing of material from generation to generation is called genetic inheritance.\textsuperscript{89}

A specialized type of cell division called meiosis generates gametes.\textsuperscript{90} In this process—as the gamete forms—the number of chromosomes is halved.\textsuperscript{91} During this halving, each parent’s matching pairs of chromosomes undergo recombination events.\textsuperscript{92} These recombination events involve sections of the opposing chromosomes swapping segments.\textsuperscript{93} This results in an
arrangement of the child’s chromosomes which is a unique combination derived from the parents. This recombination increases overall genetic diversity through repeated rounds of sexual reproduction. Unlike the other chromosomes, the Y-chromosome in males does not undergo recombination making it particularly useful when studying ancestry.

In addition to recombination events during gametogenesis, mutations increase genetic diversity through random changes passed to the next generation. DNA replication machinery is not perfect, and because of this, mutations are introduced into the DNA of cells. However, to be passed on to subsequent generations, these mutations must occur in the gametes and research has shown that the mutation rate in other cells is much higher than in gametes. Notwithstanding, new mutations can

94. For example, the maternal chromosome 3 pairs with the paternal chromosome 3, but before segregation they swap small segments of DNA during recombination. As a result, the child’s chromosome 3 has bits from each parent making it a unique arrangement compared to either parent. Id. at 986.

95. See Laia Capilla et al., Mammalian Meiotic Recombination: A Toolbox for Genome Evolution, 150 CYTOGENETIC AND GENOME RES. 1, 10 (2017).


98. DNA Replication machinery is a molecular-biology term that describes the large number of proteins and other factors that all work together like a machine to replicate the DNA during cell division. HARVEY LODISH ET AL., MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY § 12.2 (W.H. Freeman ed., 4th ed. 2000).


account for between 50 and 200 changes between parent and child.\textsuperscript{101}

All this recombination and mutation leads to every individual having a unique genotype.\textsuperscript{102} A genotype is a person’s collection of genes and regions that control the expression of genes, and it is these genes that determine the phenotype, or outward expression, of a person’s traits.\textsuperscript{103} Thus, it is generally a person’s phenotype, not genotype, that society associates with race.\textsuperscript{104}

\textbf{B. Ancestry Testing}

The completion of the Human Genome Project confirmed that humans, at a genetic level, share 99.9\% of their 3 billion base pairs of DNA.\textsuperscript{105} However, this means that the average person still has 4.1 to 5 million differences in their DNA compared to the reference genome.\textsuperscript{106} Genetic ancestry tests attempt to take advantage of the recombination in chromosomes and the predictable rate of random mutations to assign people to geographic regions.\textsuperscript{107}

\textsuperscript{101} Augustine Kong et al., \textit{Rate of De Novo Mutations and the Importance of Father’s Age to Disease Risk}, 488 \textit{Nature} 471, 472 (2012); \textit{See} Rocio Acuna-Hidalgo, Joris A. Veltman, & Alexander Hoischen, \textit{New Insights into the Generation and Role of De Novo Mutations in Health and Disease}, 17 \textit{Genome Biology} 241 (2016).

\textsuperscript{102} \textit{N.H. Barton, Mutation and the Evolution of Recombination}, 365 \textit{Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B}. 1281 (2010).


Broadly, there are two different types of testing under the aegis of ancestry testing: direct lineage tracing and single nucleotide polymorphism testing. Direct lineage tracing focuses on differences on the Y-chromosome and the mitochondrial DNA. Because the Y-chromosome does not undergo recombination during meiosis and always passes from father to son, it can be used to determine paternal lineage based on its calculable mutation rate. This allows males to be sorted into haplogroups that shed light on how different populations migrated out of Africa and subsequently changed during human migration across the earth. This analysis can provide clues to the ancestry of contemporary peoples by extrapolating their mutation rate and looking at how the Y-chromosome has changed.

Similar to the Y-chromosome, mitochondrial DNA does not undergo recombination; however, mitochondrial DNA is always passed from a mother to all of her children without any paternal contribution. This, likewise, allows researchers to generate

108. Id.
109. Id.
111. A haplogroup is a group of DNA segments that are inherited from a single parent and is helpful in determining how populations migrated through time. Haplogroups Explained, 23ANDME (Aug. 25, 2015), https://blog.23andme.com/ancestry/haplogroups-explained/ [https://perma.cc/KSZ3-E94L].
115. Miyuki Sato & Ken Sato, Maternal Inheritance of Mitochondrial DNA by Diverse Mechanisms to Eliminate Paternal Mitochondrial
haplogroups that track how ancient populations of people moved throughout the world.\(^{116}\) It even allows tracing of mitochondrial DNA back into evolutionary history, all the way to a prototypical, mitochondrial “Eve.”\(^{117}\) A significant caveat to both of these direct lineage tracing methods is that the results are only directly informative about two of a person’s ancestors—one maternal ancestor for mitochondrial testing and one paternal ancestor for Y-chromosome testing.\(^{118}\) So, if one looks back, for example, 350 years (approximately 14 generations),\(^{119}\) these two tests are each informative about a portion of DNA from one male and one female ancestor; but, because the number of ancestors doubles each generation, this example yields potentially 16,382 other individuals who also contributed to a user’s DNA.

The other analysis, which can give information on a more significant number of ancestors, looks at a large number of variations across the genome. These differences can be single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or short-tandem repeats (STRs).\(^{120}\) As populations migrated out of Africa,\(^{121}\) they took

\(^{116}\) See Vicente M. Cabrera et al., *Carriers of Mitochondrial DNA Macrohaplogroup L3 Basal Lineages Migrated Back to Africa from Asia Around 70,000 Years Ago*, 18 BMC EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 1 (2018).


\(^{120}\) John M. Butler et al., *STRs vs. SNPS: Thoughts on the Future of Forensic DNA Testing*, 3 FORENSIC SCI. MED. PATHOLOGY 200, 200 (2007).

\(^{121}\) Africa is theorized to be the area where Humans first arose as a species. CB Stringer & P Andrews, *Genetic and Fossil Evidence for the Origin of Modern Humans*, 239 SCIENCE 1263, 1263 (1988).
with them a baseline of genetic differences.\textsuperscript{122} As these migrating populations spread across the planet, their genetic baseline mutated and recombined further, and these differences became unique to individual populations.\textsuperscript{123} These unique changes allow researchers to track mutations backward in time like a time-lapse photograph to help determine how people moved and how they are related.\textsuperscript{124}

The SNPs used in ancestry testing are called ancestry informative markers (AIMs),\textsuperscript{125} and companies choose them because they show substantial differences among different populations geographically.\textsuperscript{126} This is not to say that they are present in only one population, but that they may be more prevalent in one as compared to another. The data from each person’s DNA at these AIMs can then theoretically be used to infer their genetic ancestry.\textsuperscript{127} This is accomplished by checking an individual’s AIMs against the reference population and determining where their DNA best matches up.\textsuperscript{128} The reference population is a panel of DNA samples from people each company has determined are representative of different populations.\textsuperscript{129}


\textsuperscript{123} This is because of the Founder effect which is, “a special case of random genetic drift in which population size is severely reduced by such events as famine, disease epidemics, or migration of a small subset of individuals to a new homeland.” BJB Keats & SL Sherman, \textit{Founder Effect}, \textsc{Science Direct}, https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/founder-effect (last visited Mar. 3, 2020).

\textsuperscript{124} Royal et. al., \textit{supra} note 124.


\textsuperscript{126} \textit{Id.} at 4.

\textsuperscript{127} \textit{See Ancestry Composition Guide, supra} note 12.

\textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id.}

C. Criticisms of Current Ancestry Testing

While genetic ancestry testing is built on the legitimate science of population genetics, it is not perfect in method or result, and it is subject to several criticisms. An important distinction is that population genetics is used to examine whole populations and how they evolve, not individual members of a population which is what these companies are offering. It is crucial to elucidate precisely what populations of people companies compare users against when they submit their samples for testing. The comparator is the reference population.

1. Reference Populations

Each company chooses what data to place into its reference population, but who makes up the reference population is secret. These reference populations are not created using material from ancestral sources as one might think is necessary for genetic ancestry testing. So-called “ancient” DNA, or DNA from ancient human remains, is not used to generate a panel to compare users against. Instead, reference populations are built from contemporary populations using both publicly available and private data. Sometimes, companies build these reference

130. Population Genetics, U. OF LEICESTER, https://www2.le.ac.uk/projects/vgec/highereducation/topics/population-genetics [https://perma.cc/TG58-T5NX] (last visited Sept. 22, 2019) (“Population genetics is the study of genetic variation within populations, and involves the examination and modelling of changes in the frequencies of genes and alleles in populations over space and time.”).


132. Ancient DNA are samples isolated from ancient human remains. Often studies using these samples can show how DNA sequences have changed in one area over a long period of time and shed light on how populations migrated in and around the area. Iain Mathiseon et al., Genome-Wide Patterns of Selection in 230 Ancient Eurasians, 528 NATURE 499 (2015); Eric Hamilton, DNA Testing Companies: What They Can and Cannot Reveal about Your Ancestry, NATURE WORLD NEWS (July 24, 2019, 9:08 AM), https://www.natureworldnews.com/articles/41837/20190724/dna-testing-companies-what-they-can-and-cannot-reveal-about-your-ancestry.htm [https://perma.cc/KF6W-JBGG].

populations from the people who purchase the test seeking to learn more about their own ancestry.134 A product specialist for one of the major testing companies stated that “[w]hen a [user] tells us that they have four grandparents all born in the same country — and the country is not a colonial nation like the U.S., Canada, or Australia — that person becomes a candidate for inclusion in the reference data.”135 The inclusion of these users in the reference population relies on the assumption that a user who has four grandparents born in the same country also has DNA representative of ancestry from that country. So, what these tests actually tell users is how similar their DNA is to other contemporary people, based on the assumption that their ancestors also lived in those regions and that their ancestors were correctly informed of their own ancestry. In the future, research into using DNA from ancient remains could provide a more reliable method to link current peoples to ancestral regions.

Additionally—and essential for a discussion on race-based affirmative-action programs—the reference population used is essential in assigning users to certain African populations. African populations are more genetically diverse than other populations because humans evolved in Africa and the populations there have accumulated more mutations.136 So, a reference population may not accurately reflect true human genetic diversity if it is not large enough and does not include an accurate mix of populations. If that reference population is not representative, then it cannot be relied upon to give an accurate reflection of actual ancestry.

2. Ancestry Informative Markers

The results a customer receives from genetic ancestry testing can depend in large part on the number and type of ancestry


134. Boodman, supra note 133.

135. Id.

informative markers used.\textsuperscript{137} Each company has a proprietary panel of markers.\textsuperscript{138} This can result in significant variations in ancestry estimates, and because the markers each company uses are not shared publicly, it is difficult to determine their accuracy.\textsuperscript{139} Additionally, while AIMs are present in different frequencies in a population, they are very rarely unique to a single population.\textsuperscript{140} So, an inference to a particular population may be incorrect, even if a user shares AIMs with a company’s reference population.

Furthermore, even if AIMs do track with geographical region, how many are necessary to confer “race?” Similar to the issues present with the reference population each company uses, each company is free to select which AIMs to test and how to weight the results. The AIMs used are, in part, derived from and compared to the reference population, so having an over-representation of people from one geographic area can also skew results.\textsuperscript{141} Importantly, different companies can reach different conclusions about the same user’s ancestry because they choose different panels of AIMs.

3. Algorithms

For one to use DNA ancestry estimates as proof of minority status, the results must be accurate and correct – that is, with no or very few false positives that show minority ancestry. Accuracy is crucial because allowing a person to qualify as a minority based on a false positive or algorithmic error undermines both affirmative action programs and the reliability of the tests.

These DTC genetic-testing companies display ancestry by giving users a percentage for both broad regions and individual countries where their DNA matches.\textsuperscript{142} These results are

\textsuperscript{137} K RIMSKY & JOHNSTON, supra note 125, at 3.

\textsuperscript{138} Id.


\textsuperscript{142} Ancestry Composition Guide, supra note 12.
generated using complex algorithms to compare a user’s DNA to
the company’s reference population.143 Using these algorithms,
companies assign different segments of DNA as originating in
different populations of people from different regions or
countries.144 However, these mathematical calculations are, at
best, opaque.145 Companies keep their algorithms confidential and
reveal only general details that are mostly common to all
companies.146 Because these algorithms are secret, neither users
nor the scientific community have a way of judging how accurate
they are. One company explicitly admits that the ancestry results
in its final report are a “best-guess” of the user’s ancestry.147

In addition to being secret, these algorithms are not static.148
The companies can—and do—tweak the underlying equations at
any time, as well as change what groups they include in reference
populations.149 These changes have resulted in ancestry results
being “updated.”150 In one instance, these updates changed the
ancestry results for 10 million users—sometimes dramatically.151
Such an “update” could be especially problematic if someone were
initially assigned minority ancestry and certified for an
affirmative action program, but their results were later changed

23andme.com/hc/en-us/articles/115004339467-How-Ancestry-
Composition-Works [https://perma.cc/PG5B-773Q] (last visited
Aug. 26, 2019).

144. See The Science Behind a More Precise DNA Matching Algorithm,
2016/05/03/the-science-behind-a-more-precise-dna-matching-
algorithm/ [https://perma.cc/V93Y-7LB2]; Ancestry Composition


146. See Id.

147. Katie Welka, New Feature: Your Family DNA Views, LIVINGDNA
(June 18, 2017), https://livingdna.com/news/new-feature-your-
family-dna-views [https://perma.cc/3Z3G-4LGL].

148. Marc Daadler, Ancestry.com Changed How it Determines Ethnicity
and People are Upset, DETROIT FREE PRESS (Sept. 19, 2018, 6:25
-update-ethnicity/1343953002 [https://perma.cc/3RAK-KUN3].

149. Id.

150. Id.

151. Id.
and that ancestry marker removed. In such a case, a formerly minority-business owner or student who initially benefited from affirmative action policies would have no incentive to share this update with administrators and risk losing benefits gained.

4. Concordance Between Companies

A significant (and possibly insurmountable) problem to allowing genetic ancestry tests to establish minority status emerges when comparing the results from different tests—and sometimes even when comparing one user’s results within the same company. In one striking example, a set of identical twins sent samples to five different companies to compare results.¹⁵² They found that each company gave a different ancestry result, and in some cases, the same company gave different results between the twins.¹⁵³ For example, one twin had “nearly 10 percent less “broadly European” ancestry than [the other].”¹⁵⁴ After downloading the raw data and having it examined by independent experts, they confirmed that their DNA samples were 99 percent identical.¹⁵⁵ Even those who examined the raw data were shocked to see such discordant ancestry results.¹⁵⁶ In another shocking example, one company was not able to differentiate between DNA from a dog and a human.¹⁵⁷

Direct-to-Consumer genetic testing has opened a world of possibilities for the general public to examine their genome in an accessible manner. While these tests are based on legitimate

---


153. Argo & Denne, supra note 152.

154. Id.

155. Id.

156. Id.

science, the technology and analysis is still relatively new and rife with caveats, as discussed above. Consequently, the results generated by these tests may be confusing to users, especially when combined with advertising campaigns and lack of scientific knowledge. The public and government may not be sophisticated enough to accurately critique these tests but that will not stop some from taking the results at face value and attempting to use them in ways that their creators never intended. One such unintended use is taking the results from these tests and apply for affirmative action programs designed to assist minorities.

III. SHOULD AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS ACCEPT GENETIC ANCESTRY TESTS?

Knowing the science behind and limitations of ancestry tests, the question is: should affirmative action programs accept these tests as anything more than the scientific equivalent of a party trick?

A. Legislative Intent of Affirmative Action Programs

When deciding if and how ancestry tests should fit into affirmative action programs, the first consideration to take into account is the intent of Congress to help socially disadvantaged minorities in passing affirmative-action laws.

1. Remedial Programs

In amending the SBA to create a new racially based remedial 8(a) program, Congress found,

that the opportunity for full participation in our free enterprise system by socially and economically disadvantaged persons is essential if we are to obtain social and economic equality for such persons and improve the functioning of our national economy . . . that many such persons are socially disadvantaged because of their identification as members of certain groups that have

suffered the effects of discriminatory practices or similar invidious circumstances over which they have no control.159

Socially and economically disadvantaged individuals were given the same meaning in the in DBE legislation.160 Likewise, in reauthorizing the program in 2012, Congress recognized the importance of the program, stating: “while significant progress has occurred due to the establishment of the disadvantaged business enterprise program, discrimination and related barriers continue to pose significant obstacles for minority . . . owned businesses seeking to do business in federally-assisted surface transportation markets across the United States.”161

Allowing White-presenting individuals to use ancestry tests from private companies to gain preferential access to government programs, employment, or educational opportunities that were meant to help minorities smacks of continuing exploitation by the privileged majority. While some people may legitimately incorporate these results into their identity, they will not have experienced the type of discriminatory practices contemplated in the enabling statutes.

2. Diversity

The intent behind the University admissions policy in the seminal Supreme Court case *Grutter v. Bollinger* was a desire to create a diverse learning environment.162 The University policy focused on enrolling a “critical mass” of minority students to promote “cross-racial understanding and the breaking down of racial stereotypes” and to “ensure [minority students’] ability to make unique contributions to the character of the Law School.”163

Additionally, Congress’ purpose in enacting Title VII’s ban on hiring based on race was first and foremost, “the plight of the Negro in [the] economy.”164 It was not Congress’ intention to give

---


163. Id. at 308, 316.

White workers a cudgel so that they might beat back the attempts of private employers to institute voluntary affirmative action programs. Allowing genetic ancestry tests alone to qualify a prospective student or employee as a minority is to subsume Congress’ original intent.

B. How to Incorporate Genetic Ancestry Tests

The proximity of early settlers to Native Americans and the existence of slaves in the colonies was bound to lead to marriages and children of mixed race.\(^{165}\) How the courts and legislatures of the time classified and analyzed these marriages and children may provide insight into how genetic ancestry results should be applied today in determining minority status.

1. Early Judicial and Legislative Views of Race

One of the earliest court proceedings involving a person of mixed race—*In re Mulatto*, decided in 1656—demonstrates how colonists viewed mixed-race individuals.\(^{166}\) The decision is one sentence that declares “Mulatto\(^{167}\) held to be a slave and appeal taken.”\(^{168}\) Whatever the court’s reasoning behind this decision, it can be argued that it signifies that the person’s part-European ancestry made no difference. If it had, they would not have been forced into servitude.\(^{169}\)

Among the first legislative decisions concerning race and minority status extended the shackles of servitude to “mulatto” children in 1662, thereby broadening the definition of who was a slave to include mixed-race individuals.\(^{170}\) This Virginia law may

---


166. *See* In re Mulatto, McLlwaine 504 (1656).

167. Mulatto is an archaic term for children born to one White parent and one non-White parent (often a Black parent). *See* Thurman v. State, 18 Ala. 276, 278 (1850).

168. In re Mulatto, McIlwaine 504 (1656).


170. VA. SLAVE AND indenture laws, 1662, 14 Car. Act XII § 2:170 (“WHEREAS some doubts have arisen[sic] whether children got by any Englishman upon a negro woman should be slave or ffree, [sic] *Be it therefore enacted and declared by this present grand
be the first instance in which colonies used ancestry—and by implication, genetics—to determine “minority” status. The law stated that as long as an individual was born to an enslaved mother, she will always be considered a slave regardless of her appearance, the status of her father, or the percentage of her European ancestry. Deciding that any child born of an Englishman and a slave is also a slave placed mixed-race individuals squarely in the same category as the African slaves. This law, in conjunction with In re Mulatto, is arguably a precursor to the later established—and infamous—“one-drop rule.”

In Gentry v. McMinnis, the court of appeals for Kentucky, in determining whether or not a certain woman was a slave, stated, “[t]he rule is, that a person visibly a negro, is prima facie a slave.” This decision demonstrates that for the Kentucky court, race was based on the subjective measure of the color of a person’s skin, rather than on percentage of blood. Although the court

171. This law was a marked deviation from English common law where children had the legal status of their father regarding servitude and created a system where masters could have children with their slaves and legally enslave them; James Curtis Ballagh, A History of Slavery in Virginia 38–39 (1902).


173. Hickman, supra note 165, at 1175–1176.


176. Id.; see also Va. Code § 49 (1887), amended by Va. Code Ann. § 49 (Ch. 357) (2010) (“Every person having one-sixteenth or more of negro blood shall be deemed a colored person, and every person not a colored person having one-fourth or more of Indian blood shall be deemed an Indian.”); See Keneisha M. Green, Who’s Who: Exploring the Discrepancy Between the Methods of Defining African Americans and Native Americans, 31 Am. Indian L. Rev. 93 (2006) (explaining thoroughly how African American and Native Americans were differently defined).
did not know it at the time, its decision emphasized phenotype over genotype in determining minority status.

Another early measure of note is legislation that forbade fornication or marriage between Whites and non-Whites, also known as “miscegenation laws.” In deciding whether marriages should be held valid, courts offered a view into what “removes” a person from the White race or constitutes a person of color.177 For example, in State v. Melton, the North Carolina Supreme court stated that according to the laws of the state, the defendant was generationally removed from his Native American ancestor and so he could not be guilty of the crime of fornication with a White woman, as alleged by the state.178 Thus, according to the courts and legislature, it was possible for the minority blood of a person’s ancestor to be diluted enough through the generations for a person to no longer be considered a minority.

2. One-Drop Rule

The Jim Crow era, ushered in by the case Plessy v. Ferguson, which established the doctrine of separate but equal, saw a dramatic shift away from the more flexible definitions of minority status.179 Homer Plessy, the named plaintiff, outwardly appeared to be a White man, but was one-eighth Black.180 This make him a “colored” man in the state of Louisiana.181 The Court ultimately held the idea of separate but equal as constitutional, but averred on the issue of what constitutes a “colored” person, declaring that it was up to each state to decide for itself.182 After Plessy, several more states passed laws expanding the reach of existing ancestry laws.183 These laws were much more restrictive than their colonial counterparts and greatly restricted who qualified as White in order to strengthen and further entrench segregationist policies.184 Some states, like Arkansas, went as far as to codify the “one-

177. See State v. Melton, 44 N.C. 49, 51 (1852).
178. Id. at 52.
179. See Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 552 (1896).
180. Id. at 538.
181. Id.
182. Id. at 552.
184. See id.
The "drop" rule so that any known African ancestry, no matter how distant, classified a person as a "negro."\footnote{Id. at 39.} Under this logic, even the smallest trace of minority ancestry from a genetic ancestry test should qualify a person as a minority.

A parallel series of cases examined the issue of who is considered White rather than "colored." Beginning at the country’s formation until the 1950s, “Whiteness” was a prerequisite for gaining citizenship by naturalization.\footnote{This is in contrast to the doctrine of \textit{jus soli}, established after the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868 and the decision in \textit{US v. Wong Kim Ark}, 169 U.S. 649 (1898), where anyone born within the borders of the country is granted citizenship at birth. Act of March 26, 1790, Ch. 3, 1 Stat. 103, \textit{repealed by} Act of Jan. 29, 1795, Ch. 20, 1 Stat. 414; \textsc{Ian Haney-López, White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race} 1 (2d ed. 2006).} In one of the earliest cases, \textit{In re Ah Yup}, a federal court denied citizenship to a Chinese immigrant because he was not “White” as required by law for naturalization.\footnote{In \textit{re Ah Yup}, 1 F. Cas. 223, 224–25 (D. Cal. 1878).} In its decision, the court relied on both the “common knowledge” of Whiteness, as well as contemporary “scientific evidence” developed by naturalists, like Carl Linnaeus, during the Enlightenment, although this evidence was based on racist misconceptions.\footnote{HANEY-LOPÉZ, supra note 186 at 4; \textit{see generally} CARL LINNAEUS, \textit{Systema Naturae} 20–22 (1735). Linnaeus separates humanity into four major groupings: \textit{Europaeus}, \textit{Americanus}, \textit{Asiaticus}, and \textit{Africanus}. These were meant to describe Europeans, Asians, Africans, and the Indigenous peoples of the Americas. \textit{See id.}}

The \textit{Ah Yup} court was unique in applying both common knowledge and scientific rationale, as later decisions relied on one or the other.\footnote{HANEY-LÓPEZ, supra note 186, at 4–5.} Courts vacillated between the two standards, using them essentially interchangeably until presented with immigrants who were “scientifically” classified as Caucasian but presented dark colored skin.\footnote{Id.} Two cases decided in the same year by the Supreme Court resulted in the Court eschewing scientific classifications for common knowledge.\footnote{See \textit{Ozawa v. U.S.}, 43 S.Ct. 65, 68 (1922); \textit{United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind}, 261 U.S. 204, 214 (1923).} The Court stated, “the
words ‘free white persons’ are words of common speech, to be interpreted in accordance with the understanding of the common man, synonymous with the word ‘Caucasian’ only as that word is popularly understood.”\textsuperscript{192} Though it may not have been cognizant of this, the Court articulated an important tenant of “Whiteness” in American society.\textsuperscript{193} That is, visible admixture from a non-White race decreases “Whiteness” or removes one from the White race regardless of actual ancestry.

3. Where do Genetics Ancestry Tests Fit?

The cases and legislative decisions leading up to the Civil War and subsequent Jim Crow era demonstrate flexibility in determining minority status that could similarly apply to use of genetic ancestry tests to determine if someone is a minority. The reasoning that through generations a minority ancestor’s blood is diluted lends itself to an argument that tiny percentages of minority DNA reported by genetic ancestry tests should similarly not qualify one as a minority because the reported ancestry is too far removed.

Conversely, the “one-drop rule” logic that many state legislatures from the Jim Crow era adopted would cause any trace of minority ancestry to qualify a person as a minority. According to this approach, results from genetic ancestry tests should be permitted to qualify an individual as a minority for affirmative action programs, even if they report a tiny but demonstrable amount of minority ancestry. Although this approach has no basis in science, it still holds some cultural significance.

Examining the history of how race was handled in the United States presents two ideas on how genetic ancestry tests might be incorporated into the current affirmative action framework. However, these two ideas are at odds with each other. From the starting point of these basic ideas can regulatory guidelines be considered.


\textsuperscript{193} “The children of English, French, German, Italian, Scandinavian, and other Europe parentage, quickly merge into the mass of our population and lose the distinctive hallmarks of their European origin. On the other hand, it cannot be doubted that the children born in this country of Hindu parents would retain indefinitely the clear evidence of their ancestry.” United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind, 261 U.S. 204, 215 (1923).
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REGULATORY GUIDELINES

There are a variety of options to address how, and if, affirmative action programs should incorporate genetic ancestry tests.

A. One-Drop Rule

As discussed previously, the one-drop rule has played a dominant role in developing notions of race in the United States, even before the country’s founding. While the one-drop rule may no longer have legal force anywhere in the country—and for good reason—its enshrined vestiges remain. Some suggest that as invidious as the practice was in perpetuating slavery and other racist policies, it was also instrumental in creating the current Black community. Applying the one-drop rule is the most straightforward method for allowing genetic ancestry tests. Under this regime, any trace of minority ancestry would qualify a user to participate in the programs. Taking the results of genetic ancestry tests and applying the one-drop rule is in keeping with the history of this country, but historically situations in which the one-drop rule was applied were when a person had a discernable mix of races. Those attempting to apply the one-drop rule to genetic ancestry tests will likely be the opposite and appear White but try to use the racist rule to their advantage.

With so many companies offering ancestry tests, a rule of hypodescent will likely result in people shopping around to different companies in hopes of striking gold and establishing a sufficient percentage of minority ancestry under the law. In the worst-case scenario, companies may develop and offer fraudulent tests to take advantage of affirmative action programs. A situation like this appears to have occurred in Canada where the

194. For example, Barack Obama on his 2010 census questionnaire indicated his race as Black even though he is the son of a White woman and Black man. See, e.g., Sam Roberts & Peter Baker, Asked to Declare his Race, Obama Checks ‘Black’, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 2, 2010), https://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/03/us/politics/03census.html [https://perma.cc/QQS2-QBNQ].

195. Hickman, supra note 165, at 1166.

government offers benefits to indigenous peoples. A group not recognized by the Canadian government named the Confederation of Aboriginal People of Canada (CAPC) relies solely on genetic ancestry tests to confer membership. CAPC will even arrange DNA tests for prospective members; however, the testing company CAPC works with appears to have created a fraudulent assay to allow non-indigenous people to obtain results that state that the user has indigenous ancestry and from what tribe they descend. In one instance, a suspicious user tested the company with samples from a dog. The results showed that the test was both unable to tell the difference between canine and human DNA, but also claimed the dogs had indigenous ancestry.

The government or employee reviewing the results of a test has no way of telling which companies are scientifically and statistically rigorous in their analysis and which are potentially fraudulent. If a similar scenario occurred in the United States, it could potentially undermine affirmative action programs and lead to greater distrust of legitimate science. Being certified under the 8(a) or DBE program could mean millions in contract dollars and gaining admission to an elite college could change one’s life forever. Spending a few hundred or even a thousand dollars on a simple genetic test is a natural choice when the opportunity to benefit is so great.

B. Genealogical Tracing

The government could require that if an applicant wishes to use a genetic ancestry test, the results must also be accompanied by genealogical tracing. This method involves looking at birth, death, census, immigration, and other historical records in an attempt to build a family history – the traditional process of

198. Id.
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id.
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creating a family tree before genetic ancestry testing existed.\textsuperscript{203} This process has also been suggested as one method for determining which people should benefit from proposed reparations for slavery.\textsuperscript{204}

Genealogical tracing could help explain a low percentage of minority ancestry and prevent people who receive false positives from entering programs because they would require showing who the minority ancestor in a person’s family tree is. With the advent and widespread adoption of the Internet and digitization of records, this possibility is more viable,\textsuperscript{205} but it can still be difficult for some people to accomplish as records of some populations were destroyed or never kept. For example, it was illegal to teach slaves to read and write in many parts of the country, so family history was not kept.\textsuperscript{206} This process is also very time consuming, and those lacking sufficient financial resources to undergo testing may not be able to do so. Moreover, in some cases, genealogical tracing could lead to people who appear White successfully claiming minority status because their records are sufficiently detailed, even if their ancestors are very distant.\textsuperscript{207} This outcome would


\textsuperscript{205} Joanna Walters, \textit{African American Family Records from Era of Slavery to Be Available Free Online}, THE GUARDIAN (June 20, 2015, 5:08 PM), https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/jun/20/african-american-family-records-slavery-available-free-online [https://perma.cc/KC4J-2SSL].

\textsuperscript{206} ANGELA Y. DAVIS, \textit{WOMEN, RACE, & CLASS} 106 (1983) (“With the exception of Maryland and Kentucky, every Southern state absolutely prohibited the education of slaves.”).

\textsuperscript{207} As an example of the potential for this scenario, the actor Ty Burrell with the help of the PBS program “Finding Your Roots” discovered he has a Black ancestor, five generations removed, who was born from a master raping of a slave. Ty Burrell himself appears to be White and the process to discover his Black ancestors was very onerous. See Gina Carbone, \textit{Ty Burrell Just Learned the Shocking Story of His Black Slave Ancestors}, MOVIE FONE (Jan. 6th, 2016), available at https://www.moviefone.com/2016/01/06/ty-burrell-just-learned-the-powerful-story-of-his-black-slave-ancestors/.
allow those who have not experienced discrimination based on race to claim benefits simply because they have the means to find a distant minority relative. This is, in effect, a further perversion of the “one-drop” rule to benefit the majority.

C. Establish a Minimum Percentage of Minority Ancestry

Affirmative action programs could allow the use of genetic ancestry tests as qualification but institute a cutoff below which the test no longer qualifies the applicant. This type of determination was done in the past as discussed in the previous section based on blood percentage. Some research suggests that below roughly 25% Black minority ancestry is where mixed-race individuals begin to self-identify as White.208 However, because of the legacy and tradition of slavery (i.e., masters raping female slaves) in the South, some portion of self-identified White people would be included in the cutoff. Such a result would go against the legislative intent of the law because those who self-identify as White likely have not faced discrimination. A further complication is whether each minority group must have a unique cutoff, if studies are needed to determine said on a case by case basis, or if there is an acceptable universal cutoff. Because of these problems, picking a bright line number where people are considered minorities divorced from their lived experiences is not a workable standard.

D. Develop a Government Sanctioned and Standardized Test

The government could create a standardized ancestry test to apply to applicants who wish to use genetic ancestry results for certification or to confirm the results of a commercial test or contract with a private company to do so. However, this solution would be costly to administer and would require the government to either create a sanctioned genetic ancestry test or to contract with a private company. While many states have mandated genetic testing at birth for certain genetic diseases, a government program to collect DNA of applicants is likely to be very

unpopular. Moreover, such a rigid test might be unconstitutional under current Supreme Court doctrine. Finally, contracting out to a private company presents challenges such as choosing a company with the best or most accurate test to use, as well as raises the same concern about allowing the tests in general.

E. Require Additional Sworn Affidavit to Bolster Genetic Ancestry Testing

There is a growing body of social science research about how people incorporate minority ancestry results. Many “cherry-pick” the results they want while rejecting others with which they do not wish to identify. With this research in mind, the agency running the program could alternatively require that, if an applicant wishes to use a genetic ancestry test result to establish minority status, they must submit an additional affidavit showing that they have incorporated their test results into their daily life by associating with their newfound ancestral group. This option seems the easiest to circumvent and requires those administering programs to do much more work to verify the veracity of affidavits. In a perfect world, this could be a solution to the problem, but the ease with which people could lie makes this option untenable.

F. Disallow Genetic Ancestry Testing as Proof of Minority Status

The problems with genetic ancestry testing outlined above show that in its current form, the tests between companies are too unreliable, may not represent true ancestry, and the results are too fluid. The tests are in the hands of private companies, with private reference databases, and proprietary algorithms.


212. Id.

Affirmative action programs are essential to help remedy past injustices suffered by minorities in this country.\textsuperscript{214} As it currently stands, an ancestry test by itself should never be dispositive of minority status. Attempts by outwardly appearing non-minorities to “game” the system by using genetic ancestry to gain access to affirmative action programs meant to help minorities overcome discriminatory practices have the potential to undermine public and legislative support. This would only serve to harm those whom these programs were meant to help. Preventing this is imperative at a time when affirmative action programs are facing renewed attacks on their legitimacy.\textsuperscript{215} Accordingly, until a fairer standard emerges, agencies and other institutions that administer affirmative action programs should reject genetic ancestry tests.

**Conclusion**

Genetic ancestry tests remain firmly in the realm of entertainment, and the ancestry results cannot be accepted with the scientific certainty that their advertisements suggest. At this moment, with all the choices that companies are able to make, the tests are as much art as they are science. Even if a person receives ancestry results showing that they have African or any other ancestry, and then incorporates it into their life with sincerity, this does not suddenly make them a member of a minority group for legislative purposes.\textsuperscript{216} There is a difference

\textsuperscript{214} See United States v. Stanley, 109 U.S. 3, 24 (1883).


\textsuperscript{216} See Small Business Act and the Small Business Investment Act, Pub. L. No. 95-507, § 201, 92 Stat. 1757, 1760 (1978) (finding “that many [minorities] are socially disadvantaged because of their identification as members of certain groups that have suffered the
between someone believing they are a member of a racial group and functioning as a member of that race in society. Even if a genetic ancestry test magically conferred some greater Black racial identity on an otherwise White person, that does not mean they suddenly function as Black in society.

All states should update their regulations to include the same rebuttable presumption of the federal regulations and allow those administering the programs to make common sense judgments. More importantly, agencies should set a bright line rule that these tests cannot be used to substantiate minority status. Those who need to depend on a genetic ancestry test to prove they are a socially disadvantaged minority have probably never faced the type of discrimination that the 8(a) or DBE program and race-conscious hiring and school admission were created to address.

effects of discriminatory practices or similar invidious circumstances over which they have no control” (emphasis added).